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ingly to do so, — and this would never have occurred to them
— I was still too unfamiliar with their language to understand.
So, in the presence of my ignorance of their code, and given the
limitations of their language (which is to say their mental pro-
cesses), when they sought to share my tobacco they took one of
three ways.
There was the direct attack. The Eskimo came into my igloo;
and because he was acquainted with me, perhaps had been of
service to me, he was relatively bold. His object was insigni-
ficant. He was out merely to pick up my tin and roll himself a
cigarette. But he had scarcely straightened up on entering
through the porch before the whole terrain was in his eye and
a plan in his mind. Forward he came to my iglerk, but in the
very act of coining forward he had his eye on me. If he saw that
I was not in the mood to be imposed upon (from my point of
view), he feinted, picked up a bit offish, busied himself some-
how. Then, with an absent-minded air he sat down beside me
and talked vaguely in order to feel me out. For an Eskimo, the
white man's face is an open book, a thing almost indecently
unveiled. A contraction of your facial muscles, a certain tense-
ness in the hand with which you pick up a mug of tea, the way
you turn suddenly on the iglerk, will tell him without fail that
you are a bit on the nervous side and that he will do well to
go slow. After a few words, therefore, my Eskimo sketched a
gesture towards the tin — but a casual and feline gesture, for he
was aware that a brusque movement would annoy me if I was
jumpy, whereas a smooth and supple movement would stimu-
late no reflex in me. His arm came slowly up, his hand opened,
his fingers closed round the tin. I, thinking, perhaps about
something else, had not said a word. His purpose was achieved,
Of itself, nothing could seem more harmless. What is the
value of a cigarette! Yet, a capital event has taken place. Word
has gone round all the igloos: here is a Kabloona whose tobacco
box is easy to grab. A point has been scored against me.
Now suppose that you are a stranger. The Eskimo has never
done you a service. You have met on the trail, at a camp. He

